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About This Game

Show off your mad Awesome Obstacle Challenge skills in a VR-ONLY race to the finish. Run, climb, and leap your way
through dozens of obstacle courses to see if you can finish on top of the global charts. Climb walls, nets, and ropes. Traverse

high canyons. Tiptoe across balance beams. True champions will encounter lasers, fires and more! Prove yourself and take the
Awesome Obstacle Challenge!
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AAAAAAAAAAAH a "REDHEAD" >-< -> buy D: <3 !. To start off I loved this game! and it's a worth a try for sure.
Someone said this is like an Indiana Jones rip-off, and to be honest that's what I liked about it. It feels like you ARE watching an
adventure movie where you get to do some of the directing, and it does feels like an Indiana Jones movie. The main character
Fenton is quirky, full of himself, and sometimes an ar$e but that what made interacting with objects and people much more fun
-I couldn't wait to hear what stupid and pompous things he has to say. The story is interesting. The puzzles are simple at times
and they mostly do follow common sense. Two things I had been a bit disappointed about: I would've liked to see more of Kim,
and a more climatic ending -having an epilogue would've been nice.. Wow, what a great surprise. Kingdom of the Dragon is
something of a metroidvania with a strong Dark Souls vibe to it. The combat may be simplistic but doesn't lack a certain finesse
to it, and I loved the exploration and general atmosphere of the game. Couldn't put it down, even after being quite stuck during a
couple of occasions. Would love to see more games from the developer.. Short, addictive and stylish. Love the bitcoin miner so
useful on my rags to riches quest. Very nice Zuma like game. It is pretty simple, but fun. The music and the backgrounds are
great. And Boros oozes personality.. The rampages, gang missions and the "karma" style gang relations with the tripartite of
gangs is quite interesting. One minute you'll be working with the Yakuza, the next you'll be killing them. There's no real story -
it's just an arcade free-raoming rampage mayhem. It's not too easy so it isn't boring. The game is pretty long given its arcadish
feel, and the only way to finish it (aside from doing all the missions) is to gain maximum amount of money to unlock bonus
levels. That will take many hours. The intro kinda sums up the game really... or at least the context anyway. Definitely worth
checking out if you're bored. And remember, respect is everything.
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Boris is my god.. Nice game,i like it :D. There IS a SAVE in the game. You go to Profile, then Play > and look for the 3 dots . .
. at the bottom right.

This is a game for CHILDREN not really adults. Something to keep in mind when looking at the reviews.

. I love this game, and buy all the DLC instantly.

This one, and to a lesser extent Vertex, both felt... empty. The ideas were put into effect too quickly, you can tell these tracks
were rush orders. They're short, are in the same area give or take a little bit. There's no exploration like the other areas in the
main game. The pipe levels are also the worst, you'd think that would be cool, but instead it's just guided boredom.

I felt like with this DLC I had been to Disney with the main game and these last two DLCs are like someone taking me to the
town fair afterwards. Sure, I have fun. But not as much as Disney by a long shot.. My favourite Skin <3. A nicely done satire,
showing civilization in a nutshell. Somewhat reminiscent of Monthy Python, not only because of the animation technique, but
also because of the high level of intelligence in this buffoonery.
I found the puzzles to be a bit simplistic, yet had fun throughout .. The game I didn't know I needed. This game is not worth $20
in its current state. I don't regret my purchase, but I will generally support any rts game, that I think has potential, and this game
does have that.

Pros:
1) A little bit of base building.
2) A decent variety of units.
3) Experienced based global abilities per game.
4) Can pick your loadout( or what your able to build in game) out of\/before game and save 3 different loadouts.
5) Suprisingly for once, good scale.

What it needs:
1) Better environmental system of advantages and disadvantages. Height, cover, obstacles( firing lanes), and concealment.
2) Repair system.
3) Unit Vetrancy.
4) More variety of same type of units. Both in the armory and what your able to build. You should be able to build a couple
different kind tanks, with differnt versions of each kind.
5) The armory needs at least 10x the selection for each unit. And it may need a point system in in of itself, to minimize
exploitation, the cost of the unit in game might be enough to offset this, but I am not so sure.
6) More structures and implacements.
7) Bigger maps.
8) A little bit more zoom out.

Cons:
1) No campaign. For this type of game, its not really a con for me, but I know for a lot of people it is a deal breaker.
2) A lack of everything I stated it needs. :)

Overall its playable in its current state, and while I recomend the game, I do so only to those that understand what an early
access\/alpha\/beta means and the kind of support and patience that indie\/one person developers need. I will edit later
accordingly.. This game is a Kickstarter SCAM
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